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STATEMENT of the CASE
i. Nature of the Case

III.

(Respondent)'s case (CV-2008-271) was for partition of real property - quiet title accounting with (Appellant)'s counter complaint for financial damages and fraud, I.R.c.P. Rule
60(b)(6). This appeal encompasses any and all orders, memorandums, decisions issued under

case CV-2008-271 and the court documents, four (4) volumes from appeal 09-36086, noted
herein as (Aug. R. Vol.1A, 2, 3 and 4) and CUlTent appeal court docket (Final R. Vol.IB).

ii.

Course of Proceedings

April 4, 2008 (Respondent) filed its case for partition of real property. (Aug R. Vol. 1A,
p.15-22) with (Appellant) timely responding and (Respondent) untimely filing its response to
(Appellant)'s counter claim on October 14, 2008 (Aug R. Vo14, p.634; 635, L.1-8)
May 27, 2008 (Appellant) filed a motion to dismiss "lock of jurisdiction over subject
matter, violation of I.e. 55-601 (Final R. VoUB, p.1-61); (Appendix A.1-25)
(Appellant)'s response to complaint April 24, 2008 "This court does not have jurisdiction
over the subject matter. .. " evidencing to the district court the true and COlTect owners of the
lands listed in (Respondents) complaint. (Final R. VoU B, p.ll, 12, 17, 18, 20, 21, 24, 25, 36
and 45); (Appendix A.1-25)
The district cOUli abused its discretion by denying (AppeIlant)'s motion to dismiss (Aug
R. Vol.lA, p.l48 A-B).

The district court without subject matter jurisdiction granted

(Respondent)'s partial summary judgment - partition of real property (Aug. R.Vol.2, p.244)

denying to grant (Appellant) a required certificate to appeal, LR.C.P. Rule 54(b) and granted
(Respondent) repeated attorney fees and cost in direct violation of 1. c.§' 12-120 through 123 and
I.R.c.P. Rule 54(d)(l) (Aug R. Vol.2, p.262, 270); (Aug R. VolA, p.667, 670 and 814) and then
dismissed (Appellant)'s counter claim for damages (Aug. R. VolA, p.634); (Final R. Vol. 1B,
p.129-137).
111.

Historical Facts

In 2001, (Respondent)'s legal counsel/owner/manager, William Forsberg g(WF) deeded
to himself real property A.K.A. Agren, Farmstead and Homestead, though (WF) had a verbal
agreement between (WF) and his former clients (Aug R. VolA, p.770, L. 22-27) Greg and Diana
Thomason (GdT). However, (GdT) evidenced (Aug R. Vol. 4, p.782, L.3, 47) that (GdT) never
claimed any title nor interest in any property on (WF) deeds. (Appendix A.15-17) and the
chapter 7, BAP of (GdT) confirmed no transfer to (WF) occurred by (WF) fraudulent deeds.
(Appendix

B.1,

L.6-22)

(Appellant)' s

June

13,

2011

filing

111

district

court

"Defendants' ... Objection to May 26, 2011 ... Decision ... (Exhibit B.1, L.5-22 and B.2 "footnote
12") quoting: "The bankruptcy court ruled ... the Property Transfer. .. did not actually transfer
anything ... nor did it contain the required address of the grantee.
Code § 55-601 ... name of the

1.C~ 55-601. ..

But see Idaho

grantee ... complete mailing address must appear on such

instrument. .. 4. Farmstead ... footnote 12 ... Forsberg presented he is a good faith purchaser
having received a title report ... insurance ... The bankruptcy court did not reach these issues.
Only a compromise existed between (GdT), their trustee and (WF) (Aug R. VolA, p.788) and the
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Madison County Tax records, evidenced to the distIict court by certified and original tax
documents verified the (Homestead) was and is solely owned by (Appellant), Parcel No.
RP05N39E028410, (Final R. Vo1.IB, p.36 and 45), (Aug R.Vo1.4, p.673-682, 761-762, 758) and
the (Farmstead-73.47 acres) (Aug R. VOI.4, p. 792) waslis solely owned by Charles G.
Thomason and Doralee Anderson Thomason (CGT/DAT) (Appendix A. 22-23); (Final R.
Vol.lB, p.II-61) and at no time was any real property deeded by the true and correct land
owners to (WF) and or his former clients (GdT).
(WF) and his wife (CF) sat on their fraudulent deeds from 2001-2008, at which time
(WF) laundered two (2) more deeds, this time to his newly formed LLC, Madison Real Property
(Respondent) (Appendix A.24-25), (Final R. VoU B, p.59-61); (Final R. Vo1.I B, p.23-25)
fraudulently claiming an interest in the (Farmstead-73.47 acres), parcel no. RP05N39E028403
(Appendix A. p.19, 22 and 23) that is owned by (CGT/DAT) with a recorded irrevocable trust
and contract, granting interest to (Appellant). (Aug R. VoLlA, p.l7, 19, L.I5 and p.21); (Final
R. Vol.1B, p.ll, 12, 17, 18,20-21,24,25,36 and 45) (Appendix A.1-25)
(Respondent) deliberately failed to file any deed from (WF) to (Respondent) with its
complaint and/or motion for partition of real property (Aug R. VoLlA, p.15-22 and 22A)
(Appellant) evidenced to the court (Respondent)'s lack of standing to sue, not being a real party
of interest; the court lacked jurisdiction of any subject matter jurisdiction of any subject matter,
violation of I.C.j 55-601; (Respondent)'s fraudulent deeds were also lacking the fraudulent
grantee's complete mailing address (Appendix A.24-25) as well and the true owners as named
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grantors, yet (WF) fraudulently claim six (6) shares of water from Liberty Park Irrigation when
the (Fannstead - 73.47 acres) only has three (3) shares of water from Reed Canal Company.
(Final R.Vol.lB, p.I2, L.I6); (Final R. Vol.lB, p.20, L.18-19); (Final R. Vol. IB, p.24, L.23-24)
in the sole name of (CGT/DAT) (Aug R. VOl. lA, p.24-S0B).
The court denied (Appellant)'s motion to dismiss (Aug R. Vol. lA, p.148-A-B)

Using

the (Respondent)'s fraudulent complaint against (Appellant) (WF) fraudulently claimed bogus
taxes due from 19982007 under the (Fannstead-73.47 acres) (Aug R. VoI.1A, p.18) and had
Sherry Arnold fraudulently submit and affidavit on March 19, 2009, deliberately committing
perjury as evidenced by (Appellant) with the original tax documents to rebut Sherry Arnold's
altered (after the fact) county tax records (Appendix A. 19-23) so to deliberately, maliciously,
fraudulently and wantonly aid and abet (WF) by having a tax deed issued based on partition of
real property fraudulent court order, selling (Appellant)'s real property to (WF)'s new client
(Appendix C.l) Abundant Land Holding, LLC., who (WF) filed new quiet title action for
possession (CV-20l2-S20) on August 21, 2012, the very day (WF) fonned his new clients, with
an agreement (WF) will be paid by his new client with the real property deeded under the
fraudulent tax deed, severely and directly damaging (Appellant) for $1,734,489.93 (Appendix
11, L.2S).

In violation of I.R.C.P. Rule and

I.C.~

12-120 through 123, the court granted multiple

fraudulent fees and costs on (WF) partial summary judgments which (WF) issued writs of
executions against (Appellant) fraudulently forcing (Appellant) to pay directly to (WF) over
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$20,000.00 in illegal writs of executions. I.R.C.P. Rule 54(d)(l) (Aug R. Vol.2, p.244-255, 262,
270: Aug R. VolA, p.667, 670 and 814) including illegal debtor's exam (Aug R. Vol.2, p.270)
without issuing any final order for nearly five (5) years, deliberately denying (Appellant) equal
protection under the rules, statutes, case law and the 14th Amendment of the United States
Constitution. (Aug R. Vol.1A, p.27, L.5a)

IV.

Issues On Appeal

The (Appellant) presents before the Justices of the Idaho Supreme Court the issues:
1.)

Did the district court have jurisdiction over subject matter?

2.)

Did the (Respondent) have standing?

3.)

Did the court abuse its discretion?

4.)

Did the court deny (Appellant) equal protection under the rules, statutes, case law and the
14th Amendment of the United States Constitution?

V.
1.)

Appeal Fees and Costs

As a pro-se litigant, (Appellant) is allowed costs as a prevailing party under I.e. 12-120

and I.R.C.P. Rule 54(d)(1).
2.)

(Respondent) and its legal counsel/owner/manager are not allowed costs and/or fees

because (Respondent) brought and defended its case fraudulently, frivolously, unreasonably and
without merit from the onset with the sole intent to harass, harm and inflict unnecessary duress,
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pain, financial loss and embarrassment to the (Appellant) leaving (Respondent) void of any
rights or entitlement to fees and costs and/or sanctions under LC.SI2-120 through 123.
Attorney fees and costs may 110t be awarded " ... when there is even one triable issue of
fact or of law, even if the opposing party does 110t prevail and/or asserts other issues that are not
reasonable, are without merit and/or are deemed frivolous ... " Thomas v Madsen, 142 Idaho

635,639, 132 P.3d 392,396 (2006); McGrew v McGrew, 139 Idaho 551,562,82 P.3d 833, 844
(2003)

VI.
1.

Arguments

The district court did not have jurisdiction over subject matter.

I.C~55-601

provides:

"Idaho Code ... requires the conveyance of real property must be ... subscribed by the legal
party disposing of the same ... " (Appendix A.2-7; B.I-2); (BAP Nos.I.D-06-1326-MoHB/ID-06136S-MoHD, p.20, footnote #12); (Appendix A.6, L.2-S) and I.e..§- 55-601 ... requires the
grantee's full and complete mailing address must be on all deeds ... " Riley v WR Holding, LLC.,

143 Idaho 116, 119, 138 P.3d 316,319 (2006); Smiley v Kaiser, 130 Idaho 909,912,950 P.2d,
1248,1251 (1997)
The court lacked jurisdiction over subject matter when the (Respondent) never received
any deed and/or title to real property from the true and correct grantors/owners. (Final R. Vol.IB,
op.II-61); (Appendix A.1-2S) "A party seeking to quiet title must succeed on the strength of his
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own title to the real property ... " Pin cock, 100 Idaho at 331, 597 P.2d at 217; (Appendix A.p.8,
L.17-27)
2.

The (Respondent) did not have standing to sue (Appellant).

I.R.C.P. Rule 17(a) states:

"Every action shall be prosecuted in the name of the real party in interest, one who has a real,
actual material or substantial interest in the subject matter of the action." Caughey v. George
Jensen & Sons, 74 Idaho 132,134-35,258 P.2d 357,359 (1953) (Appendix A.6, L.6-19)
U

The issue of standing and real party in interest are constitution issues." Fisk v Royal

Caribbean Cruise Lines, Ltd, 141 Idaho 290, 292,108 P.3d 990, 992 (2005)
The sole purpose of (Respondent)'s complaint was for illegal ulterior and improper
purpose to launder deeds to real property to (Respondent) and its legal counsel/owner/manager
(WF) evidencing the 'abuse of process' Badell v Beeks, 115 Idaho 101,104, 765 P.2d 126,129
(1998)
3.

The district court abused its discretion.

I.R.C.P. Rule 12(g)(4) states:

"When it appears by suggestion of the party(ies) ... the court lacks jurisdiction of the subject
matter, the court shall dismiss the case." (Appendix A.9) Smiley v Kaiser, 130 Idaho 909, 912,
950 P.2d 1248,1251 (1997)
The district court severely abused its discretion by deliberately ignoring I.CJSS-601 and
I.R.C.P. Rule 12(g)(4), 17(a) and S4(d) as stated and referenced previously in this brief. "An
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order is contrary to law when it fails to apply or (it) misapplies relevant statutes, case laws or
rules o.lprocedures."

u.s. Dist Ct.E Dist Mich.

S.D. Case no. 10-10079)

I.R.C.P. Rule 61 states:
" ... a court cannot disregard any error or defect in any proceeding which cifJects the rights of the
party." Idaho Supreme Court in Idaho Power Co., v Cogeneration, Inc. docket no . 24865

(July 13,2000)
I.R.c.P. Rule l1(a) states:
"Pleadings must be well grounded infact ... " Riggins v Smith, 126 Idaho 1017, 1021, 895 P.2d

1210, 1214 (1995) (Appendix A.11)

The court severely abused is discretion when it had

intrinsic and extrinsic knowledge (Respondent) failed at every level to any claim of legal and/or
implied interest in any real property per its legal counsel's (WF) fraudulent deeds, issuing
multiple costs and fees against (Appellant) in direct violation of I.C~ 12-120 through 123 from
partial summary judgments (Appendix A. p. 11-12) when the court had intrinsic and extrinsic
knowledge " ... orders granting summary judgments are interlocutory orders and subject to
reconsideration and/or reversal pursuant to LR.C.P. Rule 11(a)(2)(B) Idaho First National
Bank v David Steed & Assocs., 121 Idaho 356, 361, 825 P.2d 79, 84 (1992); " ... attorneyfees
and costs ... are premature ... "City of McCall v Buxton, 146 Idaho 656, 667, 2010 P.3d 629,640
(2009)
I.R.C.P. Rule 15(b) states:
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"' When issues not raised by the pleadings are tried by expressed ... consent ... they shall be
treated ... as if .. raised in pleadings." Dunlap v State, 141 Idaho 50, 57, 106 P.3d 376, 383
(2004)

(Appendix A.3-4)

The court had intrinsic and extlinsic knowledge not only were

(Appellant)'s counter claims stated and plead, (Respondent) responded fonnally to the counter
complaint, yet the court abused its discretion by misrepresenting (Appellant) could not point to
any counter claim, as if totally going off a script, ignoring (Appellant)'s claims. (Aug R. Vol.4,
p.634-635)
4.

The district court denied (Appellant) equal protection under the rules, statutes, case

law and the 14th Amendment- Equal Protection Clause of the United States of America.

(Appendix A.2-25) The district court deliberately denied (Appellant) equal protection under the
rules, laws and constitution when it ignored well established rules and statutes in direct violation
of I.c.~ 55-601; I.R.C.P. Rule 12(g)(4); 17(a); 54(b); 61; I.C. $12-120 through 123, etc. as
stated in this brief (Reed v Reed in 1971, no. 704, argued October 19, 1971 - decided Nov. 22,
1971, US Supreme Court (404 US 71) "Equal protection is not only available between man v

women, but also attorney v pro-se ... the purpose of the equal protection clause ... is to secure
every person within the State's jurisdiction against intentional and arbitrary discrimination,
whether occasional by its improper execution through duly constituted agents."

Village of

Willowbrook v Olech 528 US 562, 564 (2000) " ... all persons in similar circumstances shall be

treated alike ... " F.S. Rayster Guano Co., v Virginia 253 US 412,415 (1920) (Appellant's June

27,2011 motion to recuse, p.4, L.ll-24 (Appendix D.1-2) The district court severely abused its
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discretion and deliberately denied (Appellant) equal protection under the laws and rules of the
Great State of Idaho, allowing (Respondent) to illegal maintain its case.
The court severely abused its discretion by ignoring I.~13-201 which states in part: "No

interlocutory judgment or decree is final or appealable in Idaho except ... in any action for
partition

0/ real property."

Camp v East Coast Ditch Co., Ltd, 137 Idaho 850, 55 P.3d 304,

314 (2002) (Appellant's August 2, 2010 "Motion/or Cert(ficate ... "page 3" which the district
court denied (Appellant) equal protection under the statutes, rule 54(b) and case law for nearly
five (5) years, resulting in direct financial damage, deliberately abusing its discretion when under

I.R.C.P. Rule 54 (b) Oneida v Oneida 95 Idaho 105, 503 P.2d 305 (1975) " ... any judgment
appealable will include a certificate to appeal."

(Appellant's August 2, 2010 "Motion for

54(b) ... page 3)

VII.

Conclusion

(Respondent) obtained fraudulent and illegal deeds from its legal counsel/owner/manager
(WF) who laundered deeds to himself (WF) in direct violation of I.C .

.5 55-601

and the

Fraudulent Transfer Act, pretending (WF) former clients (GdT) were legal grantors, when in fact
(GdT) never held any interest in any or the lands in questioned.
For five (5) years the court ignored the evidence of the fraudulent deeds to (Respondent)
and abused its discretion when it refused to uphold the rules and statutes of the Great State of
Idaho, severely damaging the (Appellant) with repeated illegal order and writs of execution to
bludgeon the (Appellant) into submission, at all times while the court had intrinsic and extrinsic
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knowledge the (Respondent) lacked standing to sue and the district court lacked jurisdiction of
subject matter.

VIII.

Prayers/Relief

(Appellant) does pray to the Justices of the Idaho Supreme Court for the following relief
and prayers:
1.

To immediately REVERSE and VOID all district court orders, decisions, judgments,
writs of executions, opinions, memorandums and sale that were issued in this case;

2.

To GRANT to the (Appellant) immediate and clear title to all lands, buildings, irrigation
equipment and crops;

3.

To ORDER the (Respondent) and its legal counsel (WF) to jointly and immediately pay
back to (Appellant) all fees and costs paid to (WF) under the multiple writs of
execution;

4.

To REMAND back to the district court (Appellant) counter claims;

5.

To GRANT to (Appellant) all reasonable costs;

6.

To DENY (Respondent) and its legal counsel (WF) any and all relief; and

7.

To GRANT to (Appellant) any and all other relief allowed under the rules and statutes
of the Great State of Idaho, the United States of America and what relief the Idaho
Supreme Court Justices seem just, fair and equitable.

DATED this 16'" day of October, 2012

U·

~

~~--.~ ,.(~ll~.

\-'\~~.\",.~~.':"
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IX.
STATE ofIDAHO
County of Madison

Affidavit

)
)ss.
)

The (Appellant) Marilynn Thomason, upon first being sworn and deposed, being of legal
age and of sound mind and body, does state from personal and independent knowledge, the
(Appellant)'s attached OPENING BRIEF and Appendix A-D are true and correct to the best of
my personal belief and knowledge, and I shall defend such to the fullest extent of the law.
DATED this 16 th day of October, 2012.

CAROlMAE PAULSEN
Notary Public
State of Idaho
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x.

Certificate of Mailing

I, Marilynn Thomason, do certify a true and correct copy of the (Appellant's) OPENING
BRIEF and APPENDIX had been served on the following parties / entitles in the manner
noted below on the 1th day of October, 2012:
Nicholas and Sandra Thomason
5293 S. 4300 West,
Rexburg, Idaho 83440

U.S. Mail Postage Pre-Paid

William Forsberg
49 Professional Plaza
Rexburg, Idaho 83440

U.S. Mail Postage Pre-paid

DATED this 16th day of October, 2012.
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MAR J 2

BYRON T. TH OMASON (deceased - November 19, 2011)
MARILYNN THOMASON, pro-se
485 N. 2nd E.. 105-273
Rexburg, ID 83440
208-356-7068

THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SEVENTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR MADISON COUNTY,
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO
J\1ADISON REAL PROPERTY, LLC,
Plaintiff,

)

)
)
)
)

v.

CV-2008-271
Appeals No.'s 08-35737 (dismissed no fmal)
order), 09-36086 (dismissed no final order)
and 10-37948 (dismissed no fmal order)

)
)

NICHOLAS A. THOMASON and SANDRA)
K. THOMASON, husband and wife;
)
BYRONT. THOMASON and MARILYNN )
THOMASON, husband and wife;
)
Defendants
)

(THOMASON) ORAL ARGUMENT
HEARING ON MOTION FOR
RECONSIDERATION and
OBJECTION TO DISMISSAL
(THOMASONS) COUNTERCLAIMS

)
)

(and)

)

Jay Kohler, an individual,
Defendant.

)
)

-------------

)

¥

COURT LACKS SUBJECT MATTER
JURISDICTION, I.C. §55-601

COMES NO'V the defendants/counterplaintiff (Marilynn Thomason) ARGUES

and EVIDENCES the continual fraud and harassment by the plaintiff/counterdefendant's and its
manager/owner/attorney (William Forsberg), as well as, the court's abuse of discretion and
disregard for established and defended laws of the Great State of Idaho, under repeated fraudulent
orders, decisions and under the color of law, by a district judge that knows he and the court lacks
jurisdiction of subject matter and has refused to recuse (as previously argued) and refused to
reverse and void issued orders and dismiss the plaintiff s case under the statutes of fraud,
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601 and

I.R.C.P. Rule 12(g)(4) and I.R.c.P. Rule (17) deliberating violating the

(THOMASONS) 14th Amendment rights under the United States Constitution - Equal Protection
Clause and the Idaho Constitution Article V, Section 20, which provides that district courts "shall

have original jurisdiction in all cases, both of lmt' and in equity. This issue is so fimdamental to
the propriety of a court's action that subject matter jurisdiction can never be 1vaived or consented
to and a court has a sua sponte duty to ensure that it has subject matter jurisdiction and orders
made without subject matter jurisdiction are void and are subject to collateral attach, and are not
entitled to recognition by any court nor by any state under the fl·,ll faith and credit clause of the
United States Constitution. Sierra Life Ins. Co. v Granata, 99 Idaho 624, 626-27, 586 P.2d 1068,
1070-71 (1978)

I.

ACTIONS TAKEN BASED ON ORDERS ISSUED WITHOUT JURISDICTION OF
SUBJECT MATTER

1.

Court Granted Madison Real Property, LLC summary judgment - quiet

title to land never owned by Madison Real Property, LLC or William Forsberg after
Forsberg self-authored deeds to himself from Greg and Diana Thomason when the real
property was in the name of Charles and Doralee Thomason, never transferring any title at
anytime to Greg and/or Diana Thomason.

2.

Court Granted Madison Real Property, LLC attorney fees and costs upon

an illegal and interlogatory decision, summary judgment.

3.

Court Granted Madison Real Property, LLC a fraudulent court order to

execute and collect in excess $20,000.00 in attorney fees and cost without any final court
order and/or any authority to do so.

4.

Court Granted Madison Real Property, LLC the partition of real property

of 75 acres of land that was evidenced by the (THOMASONS), County Survey and Assessor
the land only consisted of 69.4 acres (EXHIBIT C.IA) which is the land in question and
never owned by Greg and/or Diana Thomason, when William Forsberg self-authored deeds
to himself fraudulently alleging Greg and Diana Thomason were the grantors. (EXHIBIT
C.IA and C.IB)
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5.

Court deliberately ignored the filings, argument and evidence argued and

evidenced by (THOMASONS) SHERRY ARNOLD and 'VILLIAM FORSBERG fraudulent
alleged taxes owning exceeding $15,000.00 even after (THOMASONS) fully evidence original
tax records and documents directly from the hands of SHERRY ARNOLD the amount
alleged were fraudulent then the court allowed (aiding and abetting) in the fraud by issuing
another fraudulent court order which aided and abetted SHERRY ARNOLD to issue a
fraudulent tax assessment all upon only BYRON and MARILYNN THOMASON alleged
portion, issued a tax lien and auctioned the land off in June 2011 only after

fraudulen~ly

granting JAY KOHLER a lien upon (THOMASONS) portion even after (THOMASONS)
evidenced that JAY KOHLER was denied any attorney fees and costs when JAY KOHLER
attempted to collect costs and fees in the Greg and Diana Thomason bankruptcy, chapter 7
case Adv. Proc. No. 08-8032, when it was evidenced that not only was JAY KOHLER paid in
full for his fees by all (THOMASONS) but the contract and cashed checks to JAY KOHLER
was evidenced and admitted in the trial 08-8032 (Adv Proc) never denied by JAY KOHLER.
6.

The court deliberately abused its discretion when it ignored the evidence

and granted JAY KOHLER fraudulent legal fees via SHERRY ARNOLD's fraudulent tax
claims, auctioning off the land per the court's fraudulent court orders.
7.

This court further abused its discretion and its authority when it ignored its

own orders, granting all taxes to be assessed to only BYRON and MARILYNN THOMASON
portion.

8.

This court further abused its discretion and its authority when it dismissed

(THOMASONS) counterclaim and defenses by dismissing all (THOMASONS) claims of
issues of law and issues of fact that must be addressed by a trial of the facts.

LR.C.P. Rule 15(b) "When issues not raised by the pleadings are tried by
express of implied consent of the parties they shall be treated in all respects as
raised in the pleading. "

if they had been

(THOMASONS) not only raised their issues in arguments and at trial

(of one day) but (THOMASONS) raised all their claims by formal legal pleadings.

LR. c.P. Rule 15(b) further allows all cases to be decided on the merits of the
case rather than upon technical pleadings requirements. Dunlap v State, 141 Idaho, 50, 57, 106
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P.3d 376,383 (2004) Even thought the (THOMASONS) clearly evidenced the (THOMASONS)
issues before the court (not including the bogus claimed by the court where the court states
(THOMASONS) claim against Madison Real Property, LLC is on taxes not paid)
(THOMASONS) have found no such claim, (THOMASONS) claim on taxes has to do with the
FRAUDULENT and CRIMMINAL ALTERATION OF TAX RECORDS by SHERRY
ARNOLD, passed on to the court through William Forsberg's fraudulent complaint and facilitated
by the court in its fraudulent court orders selling land under fraudulent tax liens.

LR. CPo Rule 8(1)

provides "All pleadings shall be construed as to do

substantial justice. " and
LR. CPo Rule 8(c) states "When a party designated a defense as a counterclaim
or a counterclaim as a defense, the court shall treat the pleadings as if there had been a proper
designation. The Court further abuses its discretion and denies (THOMASONS) equal justice
and a bias free decision when the court dismissed (THOMASONS) claims (counterclaims and
defenses).

LR.CP. Rule 13(a)(2) Compulsory Counterclaims ..... The pleader need not
state the (counter)claim if .. {2] ... the court did not acquire jurisdiction to render a personal
judgment... "
LR.CP. Rule 13(e) and 13(g) Counterclaims maturing or acquired after
pleadings, a claim which either matured or was acquired by the pleader after serving his pleading
to the parties and court are counterclaims that are permissive by nature, as in this case, where
Madison Real Property, LLC's fraudulent attorney fees, costs, division of property and the
fraudulent tax claims and sale through auction directly acted upon by SHERRY ARNOLD due to
the court's fraudulent court orders.

LR. CPo Rule 13(i) Separate trial for counterclaims and unresolved issues of fact
are allowed, which the court further abuses its discretion by further abusing its discretion by
dismissing all of the case, yet allows its fraudulent orders and decisions to stand in direct violation
of not only Idaho Rules and Statutes but in direct, deliberate and wonton violation of the Idaho
Constitution and in direct violation of the United States Constitution.
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The Idaho Supreme Court and the United States Supreme Court (In. ATLAS

HAZEL ...) as previously argued and submitted and argued by the (THOMASONS) in these
proceedings, defines fraud upon the court. LR. c.P. Rule 60(b)(6) is fraud when an officer of the
court, including an attomey and/or a judge commits fraud, including a deliberate misrepresentation
even if it does not injure any party, whether in the court room, in their office, on the street or
anywhere or at anytime. This court and Madison Real Property, LLC are barred by Judicial
Estoppel, also known as the doctrine of preclusion of inconsistent positions, which is intended to
protect against playing fast and loose in court proceedings, gaining an advantage by taking one
position then seeking to gain a second advantage by taking an inconsistent position. Because the
court has intrinsic and extrinsic knowledge it lacked any jurisdiction to issue any orders, by issuing
its fraudulent order alleging the fraudulent taxes were due and owing in excess of $17,500.00 and
that only BYRON and MARILYNN THOMASON were responsible for the taxes gave SHERRY
ARNOLD the fraudulent bases to issue a fi'audulent tax lien, fraudulently auction off the land, sold
to a close friend and acquaintance of William Forsberg and used the proceeds to pay off JAY
KOHLER's fraudulent lien, even knowing that JAY KOHLER had filed a separate complaint only
naming SANDRA THOMASON and BYRON THOMASON, but failing to serve BYRON
THOMASON, then after nearly one year into litigation and only after receiving payment from the
fraudulent auctioned off property, filed a motion with the court to dismiss JAY KOHLER's
fraudulent lien, all before the identical district judge, in JAY KOHLER's case and MADISON
REAL PROPERTY, LLC case.

(THOMASONS) further argued and evidence that Madison Real Property, LLC
lacked standing to sue and that Madison Real Property, LLC failed to evidence that Madison Real
Property, LLC was a real party of interest at anytime, however, real party of interest and standing
are threshold requirements and cannot be proven after the commencement of the case. Madison
Real Property, LLC and its legal counsel/owner/manager only relied upon the self authored deeds
by William Forsberg to himself and his wife and to his own business entity, Madison Real
Property, LLC. and William Forsberg claim that the bankruptcy court and the B.A.P. granted
William Forsberg and Colleen Forsberg title and clear ownership void of any trust and/or
restrictive covenant of which (THOMASONS) also evidenced William Forsberg and his business
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entity, Madison Real Property, LLC claims were also fraudulent when the B.A.P clearly stated in
its decision BAP Nos.

ID-06-1326-ivfoHBIID-06-1365-MoHB, page 20, footnote 12 which

states: "Forsberg presented evidence that the Restrictive Memo does not appear in the chain of
title and that he is a good faith purchaser, having obtained a title report and title insurance. The
bankruptcy court did not reach these issues. " (EX B. 1)
Every action shall be prosecuted in the name of the real paIiy in interest
(LR.CP. Rule 17(a)) one who has a real, actual, material or substantial interest in the subject
matter of the action. Caughey v George Jensen &

SOilS,

74 Idaho 132, 134-35,258 P.2d 357,359

(1953)

Issues of standing and real party in interest are constitution issues. Fisk v Royal
Caribbean Cruise Lines, Ltd, 141 Idaho 290, 292, 108 P.3d 990, 992 (2005)

In Idaho, even

though a party may have capacity to sue without being a real party in interest (59 AM. JUR. 2D
Parties §43 (2009)

real party in interest status must be demonstrated before a suit can proceed.

LR. c.P. Rule 17(a) in issues regarding real property and partition of real property only the legal
holder of a legal title to the subject matter of a cause of action is a real party in interest. Caughey v
George Jensen & Sons, 74 Idaho at 135, 358 P.2d at 3359.
(THOMASONS) further evidenced Madison Real Property, LLC and its legal
counsel and owner failed to state any claim upon which relief could be granted. LR. CPo Rule
12(b)

II.

FACTUAL HISTORY EVIDENCED BY DEFENDANTS - COUNTERPLAINTIFFS
I.R.C.P. Rule 60(b)(6): FRAUD UPON THE COURT:

(THOMASONS) evidenced and argue to this court and to all parties:
1.)

William Forsberg violated Idaho's Fraudulent Transfer Act by using his

self authored deeds to launder real property title to himself and his wife, Colleen Forsberg, from
William Forsberg's, now fonner, clients, Greg V. Thomason and Diana Maycock Thomason,
fraudulently alleging on William Forsberg's self authored a quitclaim deed, #299000 on October
22,2002 and then a Warranty Deed, no. 292153 and a third deed no. 294465 on March 7, 2002

(EX A.1-3) fraudulently alleging Greg V. Thomason and Diana Maycock Thomason were the
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recorded grantors to the property in question in these proceedings, when the Madison County
Records Office, the Madison County Assessor's Office and the (THOMASONS) evidenced to this
court, with certified recordings, that the land William Forsberg granted to himself and his \vife,
Colleen Forsberg, under his self authored deeds, was in the name of Charles G. Thomason and
Doralee Anderson Thomason with a filed restrictive covenant (TRUST) also filed in Madison
County Records Office. (EXHIBIT C.I-3) and (EXHIBIT 0.1-1), recorded in Madison
County, Idaho recording no. 242484, 242485 and 242957.
2.)

William Forsberg then alleged that his newly formed LLC, Madison Real

Property, LLC, owned and managed by William Forsberg and Colleen Forsberg were "bona fide'
purchasers, purchasers in good faith" because Madison Real Property, LLC had no knowledge of

any previous grantor error or of any existence of any "RESTRICTIVE" covenant and/or trust when
William Forsbergs (once again) self authored two more warranty deeds, this time from William
Forsberg and Colleen Forsberg as the (fraudulent) grantors to their newly formed Madison Real
Property, LLC, which not only fraudulently listed the Forsbergs as the grantors, but both deeds
were in direct violation of I.e. §55-601, failing to have the full and complete mailing address of
the grantee at the threshold ofthe case. (EXHIBIT E.I-4)
3.}

(THOMASONS) fully evidenced to the court and all parties that at the

commencement (threshold) of Madison Real Property LLC's complaint, the plaintiff (Madison
Real Property did not have legal title to the land, not only because of the violation to I.e. §55-601
and Idaho Fraudulent Transfer Act, but also that the original deeds William Forsberg self authored
to himself, fraudulently naming Greg V. Thomason and Diana Maycock Thomason as grantors
failed to transfer any real property to William Forsberg in the first place).
I.e. §55-601: States in part: " ... Gran tee (s) full and complete address must be on the deed ... "

III.

REQUIRED SUPPLEMENT TO DISCOVERY (I.R.e.P. Rule 26(e» and PLEADING
FRAUD WITH PARTICULARITY (I.R.C.P. Rule 60(b)

THOMASONS have argued fraud, I.R. c.P. 60(b) and 60(b)(6) in this case, fully
supported with self-authenticating evidence, including the altered county tax records submitted by
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Sherry Arnold and her fraudulent affidavit and pleadings for fraud must be stated in particularity,
quoting McDaniel v Inland Northwest Renal Care Group - Idaho, LLC, 144 Idaho 219, 221-22

159 P.3d 856, 858-59 (2007) ... lR.E. 401 reads in pertinent part: " ... to the determination of the
action more probable or less probable than it would be without the evidence. "
To preserve (THOMASONS) amended claims of fraud on the court and fraud
upon the court, (THOMASONS) are required to supplement their filing, under lR. CP. Rule

26(e), with any additional fraud that surfaces. lR.CP. Rule 26(e) governs the supplementation
of responses. lR. CP. Rule 26(e)(4) states in pertinent part: " .. .failure to comply with this rule

typically results in the proffer evidence being excluded." Radmere v Ford Motor Co., 120 Idaho
86, 89, 813 P.2d 897, 9000 (1991); quoted in part Perry v Magic Valley Regional Medical

Center, docket number 24709, February 28, 2000 (Magic Valley, etc ... - appellant) Idaho
Supreme Court, Twin Falls, Nov. 1999 Term.
And for any statement or evidence to be a judicial admission, the statement must
be a deliberate, clear and unequivocal statement of a party about a concrete fact within the party's
knowledge. Cordova v Bonneville Cnty. Joint Sch. Dist. No. 93, 144 Idaho 637, 641 n.3, 167

P.3d 774, 778 n.3 (2007)

IV.

COURT LACKS JURISDICTION;

I.e. §55-601 and FAILURE TO RECUSE

The deed(s), at the threshold of this case (CV-208-271), are in violation of lC

§55-601, lacking grantee's complete mailing address in the original and its corrected deed, filed in
Madison County Idaho records, which had been plead by plaintiff as the deeds that, at the
threshold of the case are the sole controlling documents, granting plaintiffs claimed standing to
sue for quiet title and for damages, yet no damages have been claimed or evidenced. (EX. B. 1-2)
A party seeking to quiet title must succeed on the strength of his or her own title
to the real property and not on the weakness of the adversary. Pincock, 100 Idaho at 331, 597

P.2d at 217
"Standing is a threshold issue. Lack of standing may not be waived and when
standing is raised as an issue, and can be raised at any time, the focus is on the party seeking the
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relief, not on the merits of the issues raised." Scona, Inc. v Green Willow Trust, 133 Idaho 283,
288,985 P.2d 1145,1150 (1999)
The district court continues to lack subject matter jurisdiction, stripping the court
of any authority to act, and as such continues to deliberately abuse its discretion.
"' ... Jurisdiction must be addressed prior to reaching the merits of the case ... "
Bach v

~filler,

144 Idaho 142, 144-45, 158 P.3d 305, 307-08 (2007), as well as personal

jurisdiction, failing to recuse after motion and evidence by the (THOMASONS) were not objected
to which included violations under the statutes of fraud, and the district court judge's refusal to
support and defend the laws and rules of the State of Idaho, the United States Constitution and
under LR.CP. Rule 12(g)(4) and LC §55-601 is obligated to dismiss MADISON REAL
PROPERTY, LLC's complaint, yet continues to act deliberately outside its legal authority and
jurisdiction.
LR.CP. Rule 12(g)(4): "When it appears by suggestion of the party(ies) ... the
court lacks jurisdiction of the subject matter, the court shall dismiss the case. "
"The absence of subject matter jurisdiction is not waivable and may be asserted
at any stage of any proceeding." Smiley v Kaiser, 130 Idaho 909, 912, 950 P.2d 1248, 1251
(1997); Riley v W.R. Holding, LLC 143 Idaho 116, 119, 138 P.3d 316, 319 (2006) Idaho
Supreme Court docket no. 34141 (2006)
" .. ,jurisdiction must be addressed prior to reaching the merits
Miller, 144 Idaho 142,

"Bach v

,158 P.3d 305,307-08 (2007)

The district judge, as fully argued and cited in (THOMASONS') motion to
recuse, with cause, severely and willfully abuses its discretion and continues to violate the
(THOMASONS) 14th Amendment rights under the U.S. Constitution - equal protection clause
and deliberately acted outside its judicial authority, clearly evidencing pervasive bias against the
(THOMASONS).
SEC v McKnight, No. 08-11887-2009 WL 1107675, at *1 (B.D. Mich. Apr. 22,
2009) (quoting) Catskill Dev., LLC v Park Place Entm't Corp., 206 F.R.D. 78, 86 (SDNY.
2002); (quoting) U.S. Dist Ct E. Dist Mich. S.D. Case No. 10-10079. "An order is contrary to law
when it fails to apply or [it} misapplies relevant statutes, case laws or rules ofprocedure. "
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Idaho Power Co. v Cogeneration, Inc. docket no. 24865 (July 13, 2000) Idaho
Supreme Court: LR.C.P. Rule 61:

" ... a court cannot disregard any error or defect in any

proceeding ,,;hich affect the substantial rights of the parties. n

The district court continues to abuse it authority and severely errs in not
dismissing all of the plaintiff's case and further abuses it authority and severely errs by dismissing
(THOMASONS) claims of fraud upon the court, damages to (THOMASONS) by the abusive
orders granting attorney fees, three separate times and granting Madison Real Property, LLC a
fraudulent order for debtors exams and execution upon judgment for attorney fees and costs when
the order was based on a summary judgment of which the Idaho Supreme Court stated no final
order had been issued by the court. As fully argued and cited by (THOMASONS) the Idaho
Supreme Court upheld that attorney fees and costs are not allowed until after a final order has been
issued by the lower court and only if the party seeking attorney fees and costs files a motion for
attorney fees and costs and has it filed within 14 (fourteen) days after, NOT BEFORE, final order.
Madison Real Property, LLC has failed to properly file for any attorney fees and costs as required
by Idaho Statues and Rule and upheld by the Idaho Supreme Court and/or sanctions:

VI.

SANCTIONS

Madison Real Property, LLC and its legal counsel and owner, William
Forsberg's claims for sanctions are merely aimed for harassment and for added costs to litigation
knowing sanctions are only allowed (I.C. §12-123(2)(6)(i-iii)) after the court had issued an order
to hold an evidentiary hearing on allegation for a motion for sanctions and a full hearing had been
held, which has not been done. US v City of Challis, 133 Idaho 525, 528, 988 P.2d 1199, 1202
(1999): Rife v Long, 127 Idaho 841, 845, 908 P.2d 143, 147 (1995); Painter v Potlatch Corp.,

138 Idaho 309, 315, 63 P.3d 435, 441 (2003); Idaho Supreme Court, Merrill v Gibson, socket
no. 31208 (Dec 9, 2005) and Nepanuseno v Hansen, 140 Idaho 942, 947, 104 P.3d 984, 989 (Ct
App2004)
Sanctions LR. c.P. Rule 11 (a) (1) pleadings, motions and other papers signed by
an attorney must meet certain criteria and failure to meet such criteria will result in the imposition
of sanctions. Durrant v Christensen, 117 Idaho 70, 74, 785 P.2d 634, 638 (1990)
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LR. c.P. Rule 11 (a) (1) requires 3 strict requirements in all pleadings:
1.)

Pleadings must be well grounded in fact; (which (THOlVIASONS) have

evidenced Madison Real Property, LLC and its legal counsel and O\vner fraudulently, wantonly
and knowingly based its pleadings and complaint on its self created fraudulent claims and deeds);
2.)

Warranted by existing law or a good faith argument for the extension,

modification or reversal of existing law; (which (THOlVIASONS) evidenced Madison Real
Property, LLC's pleadings, deeds, arguments and complaint are not only not warranted by existing
law or in good faith for the extension, modification or reversal of existing law, but that Madison
Real Property, LLC and its legal counsel and owner's pleadings, arguments, deeds and complaint
are in direct violation of Idaho Statutes and Rules, including laundering deeds to create fraudulent
title to real property by self deeding to William Forsberg and Colleen Forsberg land with
fraudulent grantors names upon three deeds, then further launder title (deeds) to real property by
fonning a LLC (Madison Real Property, LLC) immediately deeding the fraudulent title from
William Forsberg and Colleen Forsberg to their newly formed LLC ).

3.)

Not to harass, cause unnecessary delay or needless increased in costs of

litigation; which (THOMASONS) further evidences and the court's ROA's evidence Madison
Real Property, LLC and its legal counsel and owner, William Forsberg, used the legal process and
the court to fraudulently get a court order for partition of real property, aid and abet SHERRY
ARNOLD in tax fraud, aid and abet JAY KOHLER in a fraudulent lien, already proven paid and
cleared by cashed checks and by written contract, in a previous trial, including bogus and
fraudulent enforcement of fraudulent and void orders for attorney fees and costs, debtors exams
and enforcement .of fraudulent filed judgments against (THOMASONS) when with intrinsic and
extrinsic knowledge William Forsberg and the court filed the fraudulent judgments in the records
office in Madison County, Idaho, severely damaging the (THOMASONS) in excess of
$1,734,489.93, in loss of revenue, loss ofland value and loss of trust income. Riggins v Smith,

1261daho 1017,1021,895 P.2d 1210,1214 (1995) citingLR.C.P. Rule 11(a)(l)

VII.
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Madison Real Property, LLC and its legal counsel and owner, William Forsberg
not only were granted fraudulent attorney fees and costs, and the execution on the illegal order for
fees and cost which (THOMASONS) were forced to pay in excess of $20,000.00 directly to
William Forsberg, and are void of any legal or just fees and/or costs not only because William
Forsberg acted pro-se, by defending his own personal business, Madison Real Property, but also
failed to amend any of its previous premature and executed memorandums for attorney fees and
cost within the fourteen day requirement after the court entered its final order and the court had
failed to issue an opinion that any of (THOMASONS) motions, evidence, countercomplaints
and/or arguments were unfounded, without merit, malicious and/or frivolous. Vanvooren v Astin~

141 Idaho 440, 444, 111 P.3d 125, 129 (2005); Durrant v Christensen, 117 Idaho 70, 74, 785
P.2d 634, 638 (1990); McGrew v McGrew, 139 Idaho 551,562,82 P.3d 833,844 (2003)

VIII.

CONCLUSION

The court lacks subject matter jurisdiction, the plaintiff lacks standing to sue and
is not a real party in interest, the court granted fraudulent orders that aided and abetted SHERRY
ARNOLD in tax fraud and illegal auctioning off of real property and had intrinsic and extrinsic
knowledge MADISON REAL PROPERTY, LLC's complaint was and is unfounded, in violation
ofLR.C.P. rules and statutes and constitutional rights, is harassing, abusive and done strictly to be
oppressive and in bad faith, all aided and abetted by illegal court orders without jurisdiction.

IX.

PRAYER

THEREFORE, the defendanticounterplaintiffs,(THOMASON) does pray:
1..)

The COURT immediately dismiss the complaint filed by plaintiff and

immediately order all real and personal property and funds, taken under the fraudulent writs of
execution and fraudulent court decisions/orders, returned to the defendant (MARILYNN
THOMASON).
2 .. )

The COURT GRANT immediately the fraudulent tax lien auction be null and

void.

Byron T. Thomason, deceased
Marilynn Thomason, pro-se
nd
485 N. 2 E., 105-273
Rexburg, Idaho 83440
(208-356-7069)

RECONSIDERATION HEARING, ARGUMENT and EVIDENCE
CV-2008-217
Page
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3 .. )

The COURT order all real and personal property and funds, taken under the

fraudulent writs of execution and fraudulent court decisions/orders, retumed to the defendant
(MARIL'iNN THOMASON).
4 .. )

The

COURT

GRANT

(THOMASON)'S

Motion

For

Reconsideration,

(THOMASON'S) continuation of trial for (THOMASONS) Counterclaim against Madison Real
Property, LLC.

5 .. )

The COURT grants any and all motions filed by (THOMASONS).

6 .. )

The COURT grants any and all other relief the rules and statutes of Idaho allow

to the (THOMASONS).

~~~~

DATED this 9th of March, 2012.

Maril

Thoma

, pro-se

Byron T. Thomason, deceased
November 19,2011
AFFIDAVITS
STATE OF IDAHO
County of Madison

)
)ss.
)

UPON first being swom and disposed, I, Marilynn Thomason, does so swear the statements and
arguments are based on my personal and independent knowledge and are true and correct to the
best of my ability and I do swear, I am of sound mind and body and shall defend my statements,
arguments, testimony, evidence and exhibits under the severe penalty of law in any legal
judicial court in the United States of America.
DATED THIS 9th day of March, 2012

ary Public
(s al)

Byron T. Thomason, deceased
Marilynn Thomason, pro-se
nd
485 N. 2 E., 105-273
Rexburg, Idaho 83440
(208-356-7069)

M

Residing at:
NU&1iI1
Commission Expires:

CAROLMAE PAULSEN
Notary Public
State of Idaho

RECONSIDERATION HEARING, ARGUMENT and EVIDENCE
CV-2008-217
Page
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Idaho Attorney General
Idaho Prosecuting Attorney

U.S. Mail, postage pre-paid

P.O. Box 83720
Boise Idaho 83720-0010
William Forsberg
49 Professional Plaza
Rexburg, ID 83440

U.S. Mail, postage pre-paid
and hand delivered in court

Nicholas Thomason
Sandra Thomason
5293 S. 4300 W.
Rexburg, Idaho 83440

U.S. Mail, postage pre-paid

Jay Kohler
482 Constitutional Way
Suite 313
Idaho Falls, Idaho 83402

U.S. Mail, postage pre-paid

DATED this 9th day of March, 2012.

Byron T. Thomason, deceased

Marilynn Thomason, pro-se
nd

485 N. 2 E., 105-273
Rexburg, Idaho 83440

(208-356-7069)

RECONSIDERATION HEARING, ARGUMENT and EVIDENCE
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QUITCLAIM DEED

For Value Received, William Forsberg, husband and wife, the grantors, do hereby grant, bargain,
sell and convey unto Greg Thomason, of 1844 South 3000 West, Rexburg, Idaho, 83440, grantee, and to
gran tee's heirs and assigns forever, all grantor's one third undivided interest in and to the follow ing
described real estate located in Madison County, Idaho:
Township 5 North, Range 38 E.B .M., Madison County, Idaho
Section 1: SE1I4SE1I4
Section 12: NEI !4NWl /4; S1I2NWl/4; N1I2NEII4
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, grantor has hereunto subscribed his name to this instrument this Z!1--day of October, 2002.

STATE OF IDAHO
County of Madison

)
) ss
)

On this 2X:-t;y of October, 2002, before me, the undersigned, a Notary Public in and for said
County and State, personally appeared William Forsberg, Imown to me to be the person whose name is
subscribed to the within and foregoing instrument and acknowledged to me that he executed the same.
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I have hereunto set my hand and affixed my official seal, the day and
year in this certificate first above written.

~;:~,
L--

..

Rest'd'rug at: -:::'T. ~u-:t
A . ..
My Commission Expires: IO( -"3 t {ot-

Instrument # 299000
Warranty Deed

RexaURG, MADISON, IOAHO
of Pt;'" 1
2002-10-22
04:01:00 No,
.
Recorded for: WILLIAM FORSaERG .,... 3 00
MARILYN R. RASMUSSEN

1H

'.

ex-Offtelo Recorder oeputy'..t';;~_ia_~·=::...-_---==:::,

First American Title Company

WARRANTY DEED
(Correction Deed fo r Instrument #292 153)
For Value Received, Greg Thomason and Diana Thomason, husband and wife, the grantors, do
hereby grant, bargain, sell and convey unto William Forsberg, of 127 East Main, Rexburg, Idaho, 83440,
grantee, and to grantee's heirs and assigns forev er, all grantors' one third undivided interest in and to the
following described real estate located in Madison County, Idaho:
See attached description
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, grantors have hereunto subscribed their names to th is instrument this

-.2 day of March, 2002.

STATE OF IDAHO

)

County of Madison

)

) 5S

On this ~ day of March, 2002, before me, the undersigned, a Notary Public in and for said
County and State, personally appeared Greg Thomason and Diana Thomason, known to me to be the
persons whose names are subscribed to the within and foregoing instrument and acknowledged to me that
they executed the same.
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, J have hereunto set my hand and affixed my official seal, the day and
year in this certificate first above written.

Instrument # 294464
REXBURG. MAO/SON, IDAHO
02:28:00 Ho. of ages: 2
RecOfded for: FIRST AMERICAN IT E
MAAIL YN R. RASMUSSE
Fe.: 6.00
Ex-Offlclo Recorder Dep-.'-JII-'-_ _ _ _ _ __

2002-03-07

Warranty Deed

(

/\ _

.-'l

Description of Property

Township 5 North, Range 39 E.B .M. , Madison County, Idaho
Section 2: SE1I4SWl/4 ; SW1I4SEli4
EXCEPT: Commencing at tbe NW comer of the SEII4SEl!4 of Section 2, Tov>'D ship 5
North, Range 39 East, Boise Meridian, Madi son County, Idaho, and running thence W.
54 feet; thence S. 673 feet; thence E. 54 feet; thence N. 673 feet to the point of beginning.
ALSO EXCEPT: Commencing at a point that is S. 3935.88 feet from the SE comer of
Section 34, Township 6 North, Range 39 B.B.M., Madison County, Idaho, and rurming
thence W. 260.00 feet; thence N. 260.00 feet; thence E. 260.00 feet; thence S. 260.00 feet
to the point of beginning. ALL of the above described land is contained in the
SE l!4SW1/4 of said Section 2, Township 5 North, Range 39 East, Boise Meridian,
Madison County, Idaho.
Contains 1.55 acres less the County road right-of-way.
This property also contains 70 foot Case Well.
ALSO EXCEPT: Commencing at the S 1/4 comer of said Section 2 (said point is an
aluminum cap on a 5/8" steel rod) and running thence N. 89°27'12" W. 782.00 feet along
the section line, more or less, to a county road right-of-way; thence N. 0° 16'48" W.
1082.00 feet to the True Point of Beginning; thence E. 650.00 feet; thence N. 0°16'48" W.
272.00 feet to a county road; thence W. 650.00 feet toa county road intersection; thence
S. 0°16'48" E. 272.00 feet to the True Point of Beginning.
ALSO EXCEPT: county roads.
AND
Township 5 North, Range 38 E.B.M., Madison County, Idaho
Section 1: 8El/48E1I4
8ection 12: NE1I4NWl/4; S1f2NW1I4; NlI2NEII4; SW1I4
Together with 6 shares of the capital stock of the Liberty Park Irrigation Co., and together
with all appurtenances.
Together with all improvements, water, water rights, ditches, ditch rights, easements,
hereditaments and appurtenances thereto. And the said grantors do hereby convenant for
themselves, their heirs and assigns to and with the said grantee, that they are the owners
in fee simple of said premises; that said premises are free from all encumbrances and that
they will Warraf1.t and defend the same from all lawful claims whatsoever.

fee therein.
8. Defendants, Byron T. Thomason's and Marilyn Thomason's estate in the subject
property consists of an undivided one-third interest in fee therein.
9. Defendants Nicholas A. Thomason's and Sandra Thomason's estate in the subject
property consists of an undivided one-third interest and estate in fee therein.

10. Defendant, Jay Kohler has filed a Notice of Claim and Claim of Attorney's Lien
against Byron T. Thomason, Marilyn Thomason, Nicholas A. Thomason and Sandra Thomason
encumbering said real property.

11. Property taxes on the subject property are past due and owning for the following years
and in the following original amounts:

1998
1999
2000
2001
2002
2003
2004
2005
2006
2007

$1,072.38
$1,056.86
$1,182.96
$1,313.36
$1,163.22
$1,127.54
$1,566.88
$ 309.88
$ 279.86
$ 273.48

12. Plaintiffis entitled to partition of the real property but defendants Thomason have
refused plaintiff s request therefor. A true and correct copy of plaintiff s request is attached
hereto as Exhibit 1. A true and correct copy ofthe defendants Thomasons' response is attached
hereto as Exhibit 2
13. In order to bring this action, Plaintiff has been required to obtain a litigation guarantee
which discloses the names of all owners of record as well as al11iens concerning the subject
property. The cost of said guarantee is $605.00.

COMPLAINT FOR PARTITION OF REAL
PROPERTY AND FOR AN ACCOUNTING
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MADISON COUNTY TAX CO LLECTOR
SHERRY ARNO LD
PO BOX 55
RE XBURG ID 83440

2008 TAX BILL I REC EIPT
PARCEL NUMBER:

RP05N39E028403
28925

BILL NUMBER:
CODE AREA:
LEGAL DESCRIPTION:

Pho ne:(208)359-5200 #217

007000
SE4 SW4 LESS PARCEL #7069 ;
SW4 SE4 LESS TAX 56 & 62
02-05-39

PROPERTY ADDRESS:
526

"\;

11111111"11'11'1'1111'1111111111111',,1111'11111111'111111,11

.W'
J...Q.'
<

ID 000-

RP05N39E028403 -""-"5-DIGIT 83440
TOTAL ACRES:

\<C:y- ~ THOMASON BYRON
THOMASON NICHOLAS A
~~ :~BN2;~D E STE 105

I "'\ \. \§

29,026

Home Owners Exemption:

o

Current Value:

PERCENTAGE BY DISTRICT

44 .9 %
0.7 %
15.2 %

TAXING DISTRICT

IF YOU HAVe DELINQ!JENCIES, SEE AnACHED NOTICE.
2007, · 2006~ .?Of).5 .

** *

***

29.026

RATE

COUNTY
TORT
BOND
EMERGENCY JUDGEMENT
PLANT FACILITIES
SCH DIST 321 2008 BOND
MADISON CO FIRE
MADISON LIBRARY
MOSQABATE
MADISON CO AMB
MADISON LIBRARY 2008 BOND
BURTON CEM

10.2 %
8.5%
7.3%
4.2%
3.1 %
2.7%
2.1 %
0.5%

** *

Current Assessed:

REXBURG 10 83440-1682

'\[',

73.470

AMOUNT
166.35
2.64
56.49
0.05
37.94
31.70
27.00
15.60
11.53
10.29
8.12
2.07

.005730870
.000090980
.001946255
.000001786
.001307074
.001092261
.000930243
.000537395
.000397362
.000354537
.000279716
.000071177
.012739656

TOTALS

369.78

IMPORTANT
PLEASE READ BOTH FRONT AND BACK
MONTHLY PAYMENTS ARE ACCEPTED
PAYMENTS RECEIVED WITH A DELINQUENCY WILL BE
APPLIED TO THE OLDEST DELINQUENT YEAR.
TO AVOID LATE CHARGES, PAYMENTS MUST BE
RECEIVED OR POSTMARKED BY THE DUE DATE.
KEEP TOP PORTION FOR YOU R RECORDS.
PERSONAL CHECKS ARE YOUR RECEIPT
SUBJECT TO BANK CLEARANCE.

~

IAJ
•

***

To Pay by Credit Card

Total TaxlCerts:

.012739656

0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00

Less Circuit Breaker:
Less Prepayments :
Less Administrative Adj:

Net Tax/Certs Due:

Visit www.officialpayments.com
Or call1-800-2PAY-TAX (800)272-9829)

( Use Jurisdiction Code 2221)
OffICial Payments, the service provider, charges a nominal fee for this service

2ND HALF DELINQUENT IF NOT PAID BY JUNE 20, 2009

184.89
184.89
369.78

First Half Tax Due:
Second Half Tax Due:

Total Tax Due:

FOR PROPER CREDIT THIS STUB MUST BE RETURNED WITH PAYMENT
PERSONAL CHECKS ARE SUBJECT TO BANK CLEARANCE .

2ND HALF

DELINQUENT IF NOT PAID ON OR BEFORE

.JUNE20, 2009

AMOUNT:

THOMASON BYRON
28925
RP05N39E028403
007000
2007 2006 2005

1ST HALF

1

MAKE CHECKS PAYABLE AND RETURN THIS STUB

Madison county Tax Collector
P.O. Box 65
Rexburg, 10 83440

DELINQUENT IF NOT PAID BY DECEMBER 20, 2008

oIiCl:MBER 20, 2008
28925
RP05N39E028403
007000
2007 2006 2005

MAKE CHECKS PAYABLE AND RETURN THIS STUB

Madison County Tax Collector
P,O, Box 65
Rexburg, 10 83440

111111111111111111111111111111111111111

* 000

0 2 8 925 2

EX/3,3
FOR PROPER CREDIT THIS STUB MUST BE RETURNED WITH PAYMENT
PERSONAL CH ECKS ARE SUBJECT TO BANK CLEARANCE.

1ST HALF

DELINQU ENT IF NOT PAID ON OR BEFORE

THOMASCiN BYRON

184.89

I C

'-------~

AMOUNT:

184.89

FULL
369.78

*

7/9/2009

NOTICE OF DELINQUENT TAXES
MADISON COUNTY TREASURER
134 E. MAIN ST.
REXBURG, 10 83440-1922

Parcel Number: RP05N39E028403
Interest Date:
THOMASON BYRON
THOMASON NICHOLAS A
485 N 2ND E #105
PMB 273
REXBURG 10 83440-0000

07131/2009

Parcel Description & Address:
SE4 SW4 LESS PARCEL #7069;
SW4 SE4 LESS TAX 56 & 62
02-05-39
REXBURG 1083440

Year

Tax Roll

Half

2005
2005
2006
2006
2007
2007
2008
2008

Primary
Primary
Primary
Primary
Primary
Primary
Primary
Primary

1
2
2
1
2
1
2

Base Tax

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

179.94
179.94
139.93
139.93
136.74
136.74
184.89
184.89

Late Charge

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

3.10
3.10
2.80
2.80
2.73
2.73
3.70
3.70

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

Amount Due

Payment

Interest
67.96
67.96
44.25
44.25
26.50
26.50
13.14
13.14

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

251.00
251.00
186.98
186.98
165.97
165.97
201.73
201.73

Delinquent
Delinquent
Delinquent
Delinquent
Delinquent
Delinquent
Delinquent
Delinquent

NOTICE OF DELINQUENT TAXES
To Avoid Additional Charges, Please Pay By 07/31/2009
THOMASON BYRON
RP05N39E028403

2005
2006
2007
2008

Property Address:
REXBURG 10 83440

Delinquent Total
Delinquent Total
Delinquent Total
Delinquent Total

Total Due All Years:

$
$
$
$

502.00
373.9~/
3~1.f)4

4Cl3}6

$

Amount Paid:
Mail Payments And This Remittance Copy To:
~~':;.-,..--1---MADISON COUNTY TREASURER
134 E. MAIN ST.
.REXBURG, IDAHO 83440-1922

Due Date: 07/31/2009

If You Have Further Questions,
Please Call Us At (208) 359-6217

REMITTANCE COpy

->.

MADISON COUNTY TREASURERS OFFICE

02/22/2010

134 E. MAIN 51'.
REXBURG,IO 83440-1922
(208) 359-6217

THOMASON BYRON
THOMASON NICHOLAS A
485 N 2ND E #105
PMB273
REXBURG 10 83440-0000

RP05N39E028403.

Parcel#

Property Address
REXBURG 10 83440-0000

Legal Description
2010 SE4 SW4 LESS PARCEL #7069; - SW4 SE4 LESS TAX 56 & 62 - 02-05-39

Interest as of: 02/22/2010
Year

Roll

2009
2009

Primary
Primary

Base Tax/Fees

Late Charge

Interest

Received

Taxes Due

2

0.00
0.00

0.00
0.00

0.00
0.00

0.00
0.00

0.00
0.00

2008
2008

Primary
Primary

2

0.00
0.00

0.00
0.00

0.00
0.00

0.00
0.00

0.00
0.00

2007
2007

Primary
Primary

2

0.00
0.00

0.00
. 0.00

0.00
0.00

0.00
0.00

0.00
0.00

2006
2006

Primary
Primary

2

0.00
0.00

0.00
0.00

0.00
0.00

0.00
0.00

0.00
0.00

2005
2005

Primary
Primary

2

0.00
0.00

0.00
0.00

0.00
0.00

0.00
0.00

0.00
0.00

2004
2004

Primary
Primary

2

0.00
0.00

0.00
0.00

0.00
0.00

0.00
0.00

0.00
0.00

2003
2003

Primary
Primary

2

0.00
0.00

0.00
0.00

0.00
0.00

0.00
0.00

0.00
0.00

2002
2002

Primary
Primary

2

0.00
0.00

0.00
0.00

0.00
0.00

0.00
0.00

0.00
0.00

2001
2001

Primary
Primary

2

0.00
0.00

0.00
0.00

0.00
0.00

0.00
0.00

0.00
0.00

2000
2000

Primary
Primary

0.00
0.09 ,

0.00

2

1999
1999

Primary
Primary

2

1998
1998

Primary
Primary

2

Half
1

1
1

1

1

0.00

~- . -

0.00
0.00

0.00
0.00

0.00
0.00

0.00
0.00

0.00
0.00

0.00
0.00

0.00
0.00

214.69
0.00

4.30
0.00

267.53
0.00

-486.52
0.00

0.00
0.00

0.00
,.------;_
.-

.

Total Amount Due

TAXHSTORY

0.00

-

MADISON COUNTY TAX CULL!:\"; I U~
SHERRY ARN OLD
PO BOX 65
RE XBURG 10 83440 Phone:359·6200 #217
TAX
LATE
INT
COST
TOT

1ST HALF DUE
136.74

RP05N39E028403A

3532

TAX
LATE
INT
COST
TOT

.... ...,

. .. _ ---_ ._...

BILL#
2ND HALF DUE
136.74

RP05N39E028403A

8803

TAX
LATE
INT
COST
TOT

FULL DUE
273.48

*******5-DIGIT 83440

L

22,086

TOT MV

22, 086

WAC
TOT ACS

4.070
69.400

II •• 1. 1111111 •• 1.1"111,".1 •• 1.1"111,".11111.1111111.111.11
THOMASON CHARLES G ETAL
THOMASON BYRON
5293 S 4300 W
REXBURG ID 83440-4404

DELINQUENTS
8404 2006
7791 2004

* IF* A*

RP
Ri?

126.32

.005719640
.000000000
.000090314
.002316233
.OQ0600000
.001432299
.000074438
.000963909
.000547471
.000283980
.000357793
.012386077

COUNTY
SCH DIST 321
SD321 TORT
SD321 BOND
8D321 EMERGENCY
SD321 PLANT FAC
BURTON CEM
MADISON CQ FIRE
MADISON LIBRARY
MOSQ ABATE
MADISON CO AMB
AMOUNT DUE

1. 98
51.16
13.24
3.1 .62
1.64
21.28
12.08
6.26
7.90
273.48

AD.TL DELQ .
8089 2Q05
7276 20()3

***

***

AMOUNT

RATE

TAXING DISTRICT

SE4 SW4 LESS PARCEL #7069;
SW4 SE4 LESS TAX 56 ~ 62
02-05-39

RP
RP

7-0000

CODE AREA

PLEASE READIMPORTANT
BOTH FRONT AND BACK
MONTHLY PAYMENTS ARE ACCEPTED

***

MORTGAGE COMPANY IS RESPONSIBLE FOR THIS BILL
PLEASE FORWARD.

Official Payments. the service provider. charges a nominal fee for this servIce
I

·

I

I VISA I

TO AVOID LATE CHARGES. PAYMENTS MUST BE
RECEIVED OR POSTMARKED BY THE DUE DATE.

Visit www.officialpayments.comOrcaIl1-800-2PAY.TAX
( Use Jurisdiction Code 2221)
Credit card payments are also accepted over the counter. A nominal
fee is charged for the use of credit cards.

?? QUESTIONS?? PLEASE READ PERTINENT INFORMATION
ON REVERSE. 'NOTE-CALL 1ST. IF DELINQUENT AMT DUE
FOR PROPER CREDIT THIS STUB MUST BE RETURNED WITH PAYMENT
PERSONAL CHECKS ARE SUBJECT TO BANK CLEARANCE.

FOR PROPER CREDIT THIS STUB MUST BE RETURNED WITH PAYMENT
PERSONAL CHECKS ARE SUBJECT TO BANK CLEARANCE

IIIIIIII~III
. II~I*
*

11~lmlmll
IIII~* ~~~i
*
a

0 0 7 0 000 8 8
ELINQ:06 OS 04 03 + OTHER

0 0 7 000 0 8 8 0 3 0 7

30 7

DELINQ:06 05 04 03 + OTHER
MADISON COUNTY

VlADISON COUNTY
2ND HALF

AMOUNT DUE

136.74

I.
AMOUNT DUE

'HOMASON CHARLES G ETAL
~05N3 9E028403A
8803
CODE AREA:
7-0000

LATE

INT
COST
TOTAL

,UNQUENT IF NOT PAID ON OR BEFORE

DATE PAID
PAID BY

JUNE 20,2008

CHECK#
CASH

=

FULL

1ST HALF

273.48

136.74

I · 111111

I 111111111111
* HH*

~~~~

: THOMASON CHARLES G ETAL
:RPOSN39E028403A
. 8803
CODE AREA:
7-0000

*
LATE
INT
COST
TOTAL
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Parcel number
LRLROl14
A
RPD5N38ED19001A
RP05N38E120001A

Tax year

Bill#
68

5686

573.4
RP()5N:39EQ21202A~ 852
.REO 5N~9El128410A
. 588.0
~P05N39E072420A
5962
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CORRECTED WARRANTY DEED
(This deed corrects Instrument number 344434 to adjl/st/he Grantee by listing the correct name of LLC)

For Value Received, William Forsberg and Colleen Forsberg, husband and wife, the grantors, do
hereby grant, bargain, sell and convey unto Madison Real Property, LLC, Rexburg, Idaho, 83440,
grantee, and to grantee's successors and assigns forever, all grantors' one third undivided interest in and
to the following described rea l estate located in Madison County, Idaho:
Sec attached description
Together with all improvements, water, water rights, ditches, ditch rights, easements,
hereditaments and appurtenances thereto. And the said grantors do hereby covenant for themselves, their
heirs and assigns to and with the said grantee, that they are the owners in fee simple of said premises;
that said premises are free from all encumbrances and that they will warrant and defend the same from all
lawful claims whatsoever.
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, grantors have hereunto subscribed their names to this instrument this
~ day of April, 2008.

P '

illiam Forsberg
STATE OF IDAHO
County of Madison

)
) ss
)

On this ~ day of April, 2008, before me, the undersigned, a Notary Public in and for said
County and State, personally appeared William Forsberg and Colleen Forsberg, known to me to be the
persons whose names are subscribed to the within and foregoing instrument and acknowledged to me that
they executed the same.
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I have hereunto set my hand and afftxed my official seal, the day and
year in this certificate first above written.

JENNIfER .JILL HANDY
Notary Public
Stale of Idaho

.

l//

" ot
0
Residing at: Rexburg, Idaho
./ My Commission Expires: 9-18-09

Instrument # 344898
Warranty Deed

AEXSURG. MADISON, IDAHO
~+2008
02:52:00 No. or Pages: 2
RecOI'ded fOl' : FORSBERG W OFI'IC
MARIL YH R. RASMUSSEN
Ex..()fllclo RtcOl'der Deputy__"---_ _ _ _ __

Description of Property
Township 5 North, Range 39 E.B.M., Madison County, Idaho
Section 2: SEl/4SWl/4; SW1I4SE1/4
EXCEPT: Commencing at the NW comer of the SE1I4SE1I4 of Section 2, Township 5
North, Range 39 East, Boise Meridian, Madison County, Idaho, and running thence W.
54 feet; thence S. 673 feet; thence E. 54 feet; thence N. 673 feet to the point of beginning.
ALSO EXCEPT: Commencing at a point that is S. 3935.88 feet from the SE comer of
Section 34, Township 6 North, Range 39 E.B.M., Madison County, Idaho, and running
thence W. 260.00 feet; thence N. 260.00 feet; thence E. 260.00 feet; thence S. 260.00 feet
to the point of beginning. ALL of the above described land is contained in the
SEl/4SW1I4 of said Section 2, Township 5 North, Range 39 East, Boise Meridian,
Madison County, Idaho.
Contains 1.55 acres less the County road right-of-way.
This property also contains 70 foot Case Well.
ALSO EXCEPT: Commencing at the S1/4 comer of said Section 2 (said point is an
aluminum cap on a 5/8" steel rod) and running thence N. 89°27'12" W. 782.00 feet along
the section line, more or less, to a county road right-of-way; thence N. 0°16'48" W.
1082.00 feet to the True Point of Beginning; thence E. 650.00 feet; thence N. 0°16'48" W.
272.00 feet to a county road; thence W. 650.00 feet to a county road intersection; thence
S. 0016'48 t1 E. 272.00 feet to the True Point of Beginning.
ALSO EXCEPT: county roads.

AND
Together with 6 shares of the capital stock of the Liberty Park Irrigation Co., and together
with all appurtenances.

( ,t)?p.
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1

or e v er agreed to tran sfer Agren to TFI.

2

14

3

are cle arl y erroneous.

4
5

and

38. )

.

(Merits De ci si on pp.12 -

,~

Appel lan t s h a v e not established that these fi n dings

The b ankruptcy court ruled in the alternati v e that t he
Property Tr a n sfer Agreement did not actuall y transfer any t h ing.
First of all , the document is not a deed , nor
does it clearly provide that any real
property is to be transferred to TFI.
But
even if the agreement is read t o do so , it
does not constitute an effective instrument
o f conv eyance.
The document was not recorded
until it was attached t o an August 2003 deed,
nor did it contain ~he required address of
the grantee.
Idaho Code § 55-601. The
signatures on the agreement were never
acknowledged as required prior to its
rec o rding . Idaho Co de § 55-701 et seqi § 55 805.
The Co urt concludes that the [Property
Transfer Agreement] did not effectuate any
transfer of real property.
(Merits Decision
pp . 37 - 3 8 )

6
7
8

9
10
11
12
13

14

15

Appellants argue that they should be excused from the

16

requirement t h at the grantee's address be listed because all the

17

parties to the transaction knew Greg ' s address and a quiet title

18

acti on is equitable in nature .

19

( conveyance of real pro perty must be in writing, subscribed by

20

party disposing of .same o r agent, and the

21

and his c omp lete mailing address must appear on such

22

instrume nt" ) .

23

could be excused from t he statutory requ irement to list TFT's
address,

But see Idaho Code § 55-601

~name

of the grantee

Assuming for t h e sake of argument t hat App e ll a nts

they offer no r e sponse t o the other defects noted by the

bankruptcy court.
26

Appellancs argue l n the alterna ti v e t hat the b a nkruptcy

27

c ourt was bound by issue preclus i on to hold t h a t TFI owns Agren,

28

and that Debtors and Forsberg are "judic ially es toppe d to - claim

-11-

e
~

~

.\, . 4,{)"

P. 63

1

authori ty supporting Appellants' extended appl i cation o f the

2

doctrine of me rge r .

3

judgment against Debt ors did not cap t he Siblings ' l iab i lity .

4

We agree wi th the bankruptcy c ourt t hat the

In sum , Appellan t s have not shown that the bankruptcy cour t

5

exceeded its jurisdiction or that their liabil i t y is cappe d by

6

t he default judgment against Debtors .

7

challenges to the dollar amounts of at torneys ' fees and costs

8

later in this discussion.

9
.0

4.

We address Appell ants'

Farmstead

Charles and Doralee transferred Farmstead to Byron,

.1

Nicholas , and Greg by a warrant y deed dated August 2 6, 1991, and

.2

reco rded on July 8, 1992.

3

Debtors did not have the ability to transf er their interest in

4

Farmstead to Forsberg in 20 01 and 2002 because t he brothers'

5

right t o conve y the property is l i mited by a memorandum agre e ment

6

signed on August 25, 1991 ( the "Restrictive

7

argue that Forsberg had constructive not i ce of the Restrictive

8

Memo because at some p oint it was re corded.

9

o
1

2

Appellants nevertheless a r gue that

Memoli ) .

Appellants

12

The Restrictive Memo states in relevant part:
This me morandum is to acknowl edge a verbal
agreement ent ered into between Charles and Doralee
Thomason and t heir now surviv ing sons, Byr on,
Nichol as , and Greg Thomason in Decemb er 1 984 , in
which it was agreed tha t Charle s and Do ralee would
transfer the following propertie s [including
Farmst ead ] a nd ca t tl e to Byro n/ Ni c ho las , and Gr e g
Tho mason .
* * * The above property wi ll remain
in the direct and e oual owner s hip of Bvron.
N ~ chola s , and Greo Thoma s on , a s lono as
fthevl

"
Forsber g pr ese nt ed evide n ce that t he Re stri c ti v e Me mo
does not appear in th e c hai n of ti t le and tha t he is a good faith
purchaser, havi ng obtained a title re p ort and ti tle ins urance .
The b ankrup tc y co ur t d id not re ach t h e s e i ssues.
- 20 -

MADISON CoUNTY
P.O. BOX 389
R8$URG. IDAHO
83440

Dear Byron & Marilynn;
Please be advised that a tax deed auction was held on May 31, 20U on the parcel listed
above.
The property was sold to the highest bidder in the amount of $44,500.00.
·· Adeed has been recorded transferring the property to the new owner.

Ifyou have any questions regarding this matter, please call the Madison County
Treasurer at (208)359-6217.
. Sincerely,

. ,. ~hiilt~.':'/.. .
Kimber Ricks
Chairman, Madison County Board ofCommissioners

whether the district court: 1.) correctly perceived the issue as one of discretions; 2.) acted within
the outer boundaries of its discretion and consistently with the legal standards applicable to the
specific choices available to it; and 3.) reached its decision by an exercise of reason. Sun Valley

Potato Growers, Inc. v. Texas Refinery Corp., 139 Idaho 761, 765, 86 P.3d 475, 479 (2004).
A judge must convince the court and the parties that he can sit and judge over a
case and fairly and impartially perform the proper legal analysis which the law requires to be
performed, State v Pratt, 128 Idaho 207, 210-11, 912 P.2d 94, 97-98 (1996), which the current
presiding judge has failed to do. The current presiding judge's decisions and memorandums are
not only in violation of 14th Amendment - equal protection clause, Idaho Rules, Statutes and Idaho

/~ules of Evidence, but are baseless and unsupported by any evidence.
The court continues to abuse its discretion, denying (TIIOMASONS) equal
protection under the 14th Amendment of the U.S. Constitution, equal protection clause, by not
dismissing plaintiffs case, in violation oflC. §55-60l and I.R.c.P. Rule 12(g)(4) and I.R.E. 801
and voiding all its

opinions~

decisions., orders and fraudulent writs of execution and attorney fees.

Reed v reed in 1971, no. 704, argued October 19, 1971 - decided November 22, 1971, US
Supreme Court (404-US 71) "Equal protection is not only available between man v women, but
also attorney v pro-se. " "The purpose of the equal protection clause of the fourteenth amendment
is to 'secure every person within the State's jurisdiction against intentional and arbitrary
discrimination, whether occasional by express terms of a statute or by its improper execution
through duly constituted agents. " Village of Willowbrook v Olech 528 US 562. 564 (2000)" ... all
persons in similar circumstance shall he treated alike ... " RS. Rayster Guano Co. v Virginia 253

US 412, 415 (1920) The cowt has abused its discretion by not ensuring the (THOMASONS) are
granted equal protection under the United States Constitution and the Idaho State Constitution,
$tatutes and rules, as noted in (TIIOMASONS) motions and brief
As stated in the (THOMASONS) brief in support for their motion to recuse,
(THOMASONS) do not be1ieve the current presiding judge can be unbiased, nor will he administer
justice by upholding the statutes and the rules in the state of Idaho. LR.CP. Rule 40(d) The
necessity for recusal is evaluated by the 'totality' of the facts and circumstances in each case, The
test is whether facts are shown which make it reasonable for members of the public or a party, or

counsel opposed to question the impartiality of the judge. Anderson v Etkington, 103 Idaho 658,
Byron T. Thomason, pro-se
Marilynn Thomason, pro-se
485 N. Znd E., 105-Z73
Rexburg, Idaho 83440
(208-356-7069)

REBUTTAL and OBJECTION
CV-ZOO8-217
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